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My solutions to the tetrominoes problems 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 Recently I had occasion to revisit Roland Backhouse’s  “tetrominoes”  
problems, from his manuscript  Algorithmic Problem Solving .   Here are my 
solutions. 
 
TERMINOLOGY 
 
 Tetrominoes are dominoes formed by four squares.  There are five different 
tetrominoes, called the  O- ,  Z- ,  T- ,  L- ,  and  I-tetrominoes : 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 O Z T  L I 
 
PROBLEM 0 
 
“Suppose a rectangular board is covered with tetrominoes.  Show that at least 
one side of the rectangle has an even number of squares.” 
 
 This problem asks us to prove something about the lengths of the sides of 
the rectangle.  Hence it behooves us to introduce mathematical names for these 
lengths, say  P  and  Q .   Also, since the problem statement mentions the 
property  ‘even’ ,  we should remember that the simplest thing we know about 
tetrominoes is that they cover an even number of squares  (namely,  4 ) . 
 
 This is all we need to calculate the solution: 
 
 even.P   or  even.Q 
=    {  property of  even   } 
 even.( P•Q ) 
=    {  rectangle property  } 
 even.( # of squares ) 
=    {  the squares are covered with tetrominoes  } 
 even.( 4•(# of tetrominoes) ) 
=    {  property of  even   } 
 true  . 
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PROBLEM 1 
 
“Suppose a rectangular board can be covered with  T-tetrominoes .   Show that 
the number of squares is divisible by  8 .” 
 
 First we calculate a simplification to our demonstrandum: 
 
 8  div  ( # of squares ) 
=    {  the squares are covered with tetrominoes  } 
 8  div  4•( # of tetrominoes ) 
=    {  property of  div   } 
 2  div  ( # of tetrominoes )  . 
 
This seems like a worthwhile simplification, so we adopt it. 
 
 In the above calculation, we used only the simple observation that a  T-
tetromino  covers  4  squares.  To proceed further, we ought to take something 
about the shape of a  T-tetromino .   Indeed, note that our demonstrandum 
would equivale  false ,  were we to replace  T-tetrominoes  with either  I-  or  O-  
tetrominoes! 
 
 What do we mean by the shape of a tetromino?  Simply put, we mean the way 
in which the squares of a tetromino are adjacent to one another.  For example, 
one property that distinguishes the  T-shape  from the other shapes is that, of 
its four squares, one is adjacent to the other three. 
 
 How can we describe adjacency in a simple way?  We follow a well-known 
strategy:  We partition the squares into two classes, so that adjacent squares 
are in different classes.  This strategy obviously does not capture adjacency 
completely, since squares in different classes need not be adjacent, but it is a 
simple strategy which often does the trick!  Assigning the classes colors black 
and white, we arrive at the following coloring of the board: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
 
 In  PROBLEM 0 ,  we showed that one side  —say, row—  of the rectangular 
board has an even number of squares.  Because the colors of squares alternate, 
that row therefore has equal numbers of black and white squares.  And since 
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the board is rectangular, all rows have equal numbers of black and white 
squares.  Thus, letting: 
 
  Bs  =  ( # of black squares ) 
  Ws  =  ( # of white squares )   , 
 
we have proved: 
 
(0) Bs  =  Ws  . 
 
 Lastly, observe that a  T-tetromino  on this board looks like either: 
 
 
 or     , 
  
 
 
ignoring orientation.  We might dub these black and white tetrominoes, 
respectively, in honor of the majority color of each.  Letting: 
 
  Bt   =   ( # of black tetrominoes ) 
  Wt   =   ( # of white tetrominoes )   , 
 
we thus have the simple relations: 
 
(1) Bs   =   3•Bt  +  Wt 
(2) Ws   =   Bt  +  3•Wt    . 
 
 We are now ready for the final part of the argument: 
 
 true 
=    {   (0)   } 
 Bs  =  Ws 
=    {   (1)  and  (2)   } 
 3•Bt  +  Wt    =    Bt  +  3•Wt 
=    {  algebra  } 
 2•Bt   =   2•Wt 
=    {  algebra  } 
 Bt  =  Wt   . 
 
Thus we can establish the original (simplified) demonstrandum: 
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 2  div  ( # of tetrominoes ) 
=    {  tetrominoes are either black or white  } 
 2  div  Bt + Wt 
=    {   Bt = Wt ,  see just above  } 
 2  div  2•Wt 
=    {  property of  div   } 
 true   . 
 
PROBLEM 2 
 
“Suppose a rectangular board can be covered with  L-tetrominoes .   Show that 
the number of squares is divisible by  8 .” 
    
 As in  PROBLEM 1 ,  we simplify the demonstrandum to: 
 
  2  div  ( # of tetrominoes )   . 
 
It is tempting, of course, to try to follow a coloring approach similar to the 
above.  However, with an alternating coloring as above, the  L-tetrominoes  look 
like either: 
 
 
 or     , 
  
 
 
ignoring orientation.  Notice that in this coloring, relations  (1)  and  (2)  do not 
hold! 
 
 So another coloring is needed, but which?  It may be instructive to compare 
the  L-  and  I-tetrominoes  for inspiration: 
 
 
 versus     . 
  
 
 
 
Notice how the alternating coloring doesn’t distinguish between these 
tetrominoes, even though our demonstrandum is  false  for  I-tetrominoes ! 
 
 Thus we would like to change the coloring of the  L-tetromino  in a way which 
distinguishes it from the coloring of the  I-tetromino .   One simple change is: 
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 versus     . 
  
 
 
 
If we color the entire board in this fashion, we get the following coloring: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(This is so lovely, it just has to be right!)  One can check that with this coloring, 
we again have relation: 
 
(0) Bs  =  Ws   , 
 
thanks to the result of  PROBLEM 0 . 
 
 And what about the tetrominoes?  In the  “vertical”  orientations: 
 
 
 or     , 
  
 
 
we may speak of black and white tetrominoes as before.  But it is just a stroke 
of good luck that the  “horizontal”  orientations: 
 
 
 or     , 
  
 
also yield black and white tetrominoes.  Thus we again have the relations: 
 
(1) Bs   =   3•Bt  +  Wt 
(2) Ws   =   Bt  +  3•Wt    . 
 
 Thus, as before, we conclude  Bt = Wt ,  from which the demonstrandum 
follows. 
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PROBLEM 3 
 
“Can an  8 x 8  board be covered by  L-tetrominoes  and one  O-tetromino ?” 
 
 Let us use the same coloring as in  PROBLEM 2 .   The  O-tetromino  covers  2  
black and  2  white squares, so that, ignoring the squares covered by this piece, 
we still have relations  (0) ,  (1) ,  and  (2) .   Therefore we conclude  Bt = Wt ,  
which implies that the number of  L-tetrominoes is even, as before. 
 
 However, with an  8 x 8  board, simple counting implies that there are  15  L-
tetrominoes.  These contradictory conditions  —namely:  “even”  and  “equal to 
15” —   thus tell us that the answer is no. 
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